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Abstract

Space technology is reaching a sufficient level of capability and maturity where the deflection of an
Earth impactor may be possible within the next decades. The paper focuses on assessing the maxi-
mum deflection capability (minimum response time) that could be achieved with a rendezvous/landed
spacecraft, using electric propulsion and nuclear/solar power technologies likely to be available in the
near-term, within the constraints of a single heavy launch into low Earth orbit. Preliminary design
concepts are presented for large, high-power nuclear and solar electric spacecraft, based on a trade-off
analysis of power/propulsion technology options and an optimisation of the complete mission design to
the minimise the total response time for a representative impactor/deflection scenario. High specific im-
pulse gridded-ion engines show significantly improved mission performance over Hall effect thrusters due
to the high delta-V requirements for Earth spiral out, rendezvous, spin axis re-orientation and deflection.
Amorphous silicon thin film solar arrays perform substantially better than conventional high cell efficiency
alternatives. It was found that solar electric spacecraft could achieve lower total response times for the
deflection than a nuclear electric spacecraft of the same initial mass, if the asteroid perihelion is much
lower than the Earth. The comparison is expected to be much closer if the asteroid perihelion is near
the Earth. Both systems were found to provide effective deflection capabilities for small/moderate-size
impactors.

The Near Earth Object impact hazard can be categorized in the same manner as other catastrophic
natural disaster phenomenon such as earthquakes and volcanoes. The probability of such events occurring
is low and average timescales between events very long, but the consequences to the human population are
extreme. Recent studies addressing the long-term hazard from NEO impacts predict, through a combina-
tion of population/risk analysis models and empirical survey data, that the hazard is commensurate with
other natural hazards 1. It is dominated by large km-sized bodies with a mean impact interval of over
600,000 years and the potential for global devastation, and also by 150-500 m objects impacting over ten
times more frequently but coupled with regional tsunami effects. Unlike other natural hazards however,
the advancement of technology is reaching a sufficient level whereby mankind could possess the capability
to make this hazard preventable in most cases within the next few decades. A number of significant
challenges associated with the propulsive deflection method.Electric Propulsion is an enabling technology
for propulsive deflection since chemical propulsion to too mass inefficient.
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